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Green Cleaning

• Green Cleaning to me means:

• Cleaning to protect human health without harming the environment.

• What does Green Cleaning mean to you?
Up date on changes

• Objective is to inform all staff on:
  • New products
  • What these new products do
• What you can use these products on
Concentrate 118
Information on Concentrate 118

• Formally called H2Orange2
• Replaces straight up and tri-base
• It use is as a general cleaner
• Added benefit it sanitizes as you clean
• Fits in with our Green program
Blend Buddy unit
Spray bottles for concentrate 118

Green and Red Bottles
Wall unit to fill spray and buckets
Information on Alpha-HP

• Formally called G-Force #77
• Will be used for all rest room and locker rooms.
• Will continue to use Eco-lyzer and NABC for now.
• We will use up all bath matte first before switching over.
• We will discontinue eco-lyzer when we switch over totally to #77.
• NABC will be used as needed.
• All new product fit in with our Green program
Out post dispenser unit  Bath matte
Brulin #8 NB

Cleaning Strength
The higher the number the stronger the cleaning power.
Brulin #8NB

• Brulin #8NB replaces Workout.
• Non Butyl cleaner
• Fits in to our green program
Aqua Dust
Aqua Dust

• This product is used to help control dust as you dry mop.
• You should apply Aqua Dust at the end of your shift.
• Spray on application.
• Fits in with our green program.
New Green Products

Eco-pop Wet mops

Eco-pop Dry mops
Information on Eco-Pop mops

• Made from plastic bottles
• Do not promote germ growth
  • Dry 3xs faster than cloth
  • 2xs longer lasting
• Back into the recycle system after use.
  • Fits our existing mop handles
  • Fits in with our green program
Paper Towels and Dispensers

Hands Free Dispenser

Inside view of unit
Information on Towels and Dispensers

Features are

- Each roll is 800 ft long
- Less time filling unit
- Made of 40% post consumer waste.
- Hands free dispensing
- Dispensing only 10” of towel at a time
- Fits into our Green program
Toilet Tissue Dispensers

Toilet Tissue Dispensers

Open view holds 3 rolls
Information on Toilet Tissue and Dispensers

Features are:

• Rolls are 865 sheets per roll
• Less time filling unit
• No more running out.
• 40% post consumer waste
• Fits into the Our Green Program

Toilet Tissue
Information about Sani-Shield

• No-toxic, water based, green technology
• Bacteria will not grow for 5 to 7 days on applied surface.
• Safe on food contact surfaces and all public surfaces
• Also is a H2O2 cleaner
• Fit’s in with our Green program
Information on Sani-Shield

How to use:

• Can be used on all table tops, counters, chairs, door knobs and any high touch area.

• Can be used on keyboards by applying to a cloth and wiping.

• After applying, let air dry for best results.

• May be use 2 to 3 times per week if needed.
Consume Eco-lyzer

• This product is used in rest rooms to help prevent/reduce smells.
• It works by a quaternary-bases disinfectant that kills pathogenic and odor causing bacteria.
• Applied with mop or course spray.
• Safe – fits in with our Green program
Future Changes

• We will be replacing Charge Bowl cleaner with Spartin NABC. It is eco friendly and fits into our green plan.
• We will continue to replace all old paper towel and toilet paper dispensers over the next year in all buildings.
• As we change things, we always need to remember that we must use up old products first. It is the eco friendly and money friendly thing to do.
Questions
Have a good day